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Becoming a highly spiritual Christian needs to be the goal of every believer. Love in itself is an action and should be
practiced habitually by everyone. We through love should be fervently seeking the Lord, and cherishing one another. We
must be constantly portraying the heart of God toward one another on a habitual basis. As it is written, -Do not be
deceived: 'Evil company corrupts good habits.'- 1Co 15:33 In this book we will distill the best habits down to the seven
most productive ones. If practiced properly, they will carry over into every other category of life and drive you to become
a highly spiritual Christian.
Do you want to share your faith with others but are concerned that you don't know enough? Are you worried that conflicts
will arise as you openly testify to the love of Christ? In Everyday Witness Sr. Theresa Rickard, O.P., president and
executive director of RENEW International, offers seven simple habits to help fellow Catholics more comfortably talk
about and model Christian faith in our everyday lives.
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Families is Stephen R. Covey's newly revised and updated paperback edition of the New
York Times bestseller that offers precious lessons in creating and sustaining a strong family culture in a turbulent world.
In his first major work since The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, Covey presents a practical and philosophical guide
to solving the problems--large and small, mundane and extraordinary--that confront all families and strong communities.
By offering revealing anecdotes about ordinary people as well as helpful suggestions about changing everyday behavior,
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Families shows how and why to have family meetings, the importance of keeping
promises, how to balance individual and family needs, and how to move from dependence to interdependence. The 7
Habits of Highly Effective Families is an invaluable guidebook to the welfare of families everywhere.
Looking back at the life I lived years ago, I see a man who seemingly had it all. I ran my own companies since I was 28
years old. I married a beautiful woman. Together we brought three children into the world and, for 16 years, I ran a
business with annual sales of $30 to $35 million. I collected all the hallmarks of the desired life—a big house in the hills
bordering Silicon Valley, vacation homes, fully-loaded cars, boats, private schools for the kids, and exotic vacations for all
of us. Only one thing was missing: I wasn't happy. I was much the opposite. And one day, everything fell apart, and I
knew I had to make a change. By shedding my old belief systems and developing new ones, by releasing ego and
judgment of myself and others, by cultivating self-awareness and consciousness, by recalibrating my goals and
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promoting those goals through my actions, I have transformed my life. I wrote this book to share the Imperative Habit with
you, so you too can move from dissatisfaction and suffering to joy, contentedness, and peace. The Imperative Habit
details how to shed the old beliefs and make new ones, and how to practice, form habits, and create growth, and
eventually real transformation, in your life. I did it, and so can you! By practicing the Imperative Habit, you can: – Leave
behind old beliefs that no longer serve you – Deconstruct self-sabotaging behaviors – Develop self-awareness and
consciousness – Create new goals in alignment with your true self – Make conscious choices to drive yourself toward
your goals – Live a happy, joyful, fulfilling, and meaningful life, as you are meant to live And you can do all this without
pouring tomato juice in your hair. Ready to start?
Love God, love people. Could evangelism really be that simple? Often, it doesn’t seem so. It can feel scary, awkward,
and uncomfortable as we try to navigate loaded questions and different perspectives. Even the most faithful of believers
sometimes get stumped. But can you imagine if we, as Christians, simply spent time with people who are far from God
and provided a safe place to talk about spiritual matters? If we listened to them and discovered what was really important
to them? After all . . . it’s what Jesus did. And it’s what you can do too. Drawing straight from the life and ministry of
Jesus, The 9 Arts of Spiritual Conversations offers simple practices to help you build relationships with people who
believe differently. Anyone who has read and appreciated Becoming a Contagious Christian or Just Walk across the
Room won’t want to miss this book on creating a safe space to have natural, loving, and spiritual conversations with
others.
Today's world is all about filling every moment of your life. Go. Go. GO! With no time to stop and reflect on yourself.
There's a better way to live though, and it starts by taking a moment of peace with God. Christians crave God's love
because they know they can find solace and peace through Him. This four-week Bible study with Christina Hergenrader
will help readers unplug, disconnect, and re-center on Christ. No need for a perfect image or constant social media
updates with Christ. He accepts you exactly as you are and wants you to live a more inspired life. In this study, learn to
lead a more inspired life, consuming God's Word that can feed and nourish your soul. Connect with Him daily by
practicing four habits: word, prayer, praise, and reflection. At the end of this study, readers will have an established
routine that centers the heart and mind on Christ.
Do you ever get that niggling feeling that there is more to life? That the way you live, love, work, learn and socialize just
isn't cutting it? Are you looking for something MEANINGUL that you can use to change your life TODAY? This is my
journey, and the beginning of yours. My trials and tribulations in life, from the loss of my husband and mother in quick
succession to the general woes and anxiety that afflict us all, have led me on a path of discovery. From plowing the ruins
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and rubbles left behind by Hurricane Katrina to meditating in the heart of the Himalayas, I have been forced to reassess
everything I thought I knew, growing and healing every step of the way. Throughout the years I have come to know my
own 'pillars' of spirituality; the beliefs and habits that I consider to be fundamental to a meaningful existence. My journey
is by no means over, but every day I wake up and live a life packed with spiritual practice is a day that I become more like
the person I want to be. If you wish to be happier, more present, more aware, then I hope my experiences and guidance
will be of great value to you. If you simply want to lose yourself between the pages of a good book for a little while, then I
would be honored to share my story with you too. Free 30-Day Companion Course As a token of my gratitude for
listening to my story I have put together 30-day spiritual journey companion course to go hand in hand with this book.
This is my gift to you, absolutely free. Each day I will personally send you a small yet powerful story along with a little
challenge to help you take a step towards your goals. By the end of the 30 days I promise you will see yourself, and your
world, in a whole new dimension. Download now and read on your kindle, tablet, smartphone or computer. Tags:
spiritual, love, living, life, happiness, yoga, meditation, prayer, enlightenment
A revolutionary guidebook to achieving peace of mind by seeking the roots of human behavior in character and by
learning principles rather than just practices. Covey's method is a pathway to wisdom and power.
BUY PAPERBACK AND GET KINDLE VERSION FREE #1 NEW RELEASE Learn the biggest secret of making money
with being spiritual There are so many misconceptions of people when it comes to spirituality. They think if they are
spiritual than they have to leave all the money, friends, family, etc. and live in the woods but it is not true. Spirituality
raises your vibrations (frequencies) which attracts abundance of money, friends, love, health, etc. Whatever desire you
have turns itself into reality if you follow the same spiritual practices mentioned in the book. This book will teach you
1.Correct tools to manifest your dreams. 2.Correct mind set to become a millionaire. 3.How to generate super powers
within you. 4.How to build habits that will support you. 5.How to break bad habits. 6.How to generate spiritual powers.
7.How to transform your life with gratitude, love, being present. 8.How to take action and be disciplined. Law of attraction
This book will teach you how you can change your reality with the help of law of attraction, and ways with which you
canvisualise and hypnotise yourself.Law of attraction is not a latest discovery, it has been taught in almost all religions by
their gods or their prophets. Now quantum physics has also proved that law of attraction works.Lord Buddha, Prophet
Muhammad, Jesus Christ, etc. all knew way back, that we create our own realities. "What we are today comes from our
thoughts of yesterday, and our present thoughts build our life of tomorrow: Our life is the creation of our mind." ~ Buddha
Tap into your subconscious mind It will teach you about the connection of your subconscious mind and your reality. Our
brain consists of 2 mind, first is conscious mind and the second one is subconscious mind. Conscious mind is only 5% of
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our brain and the rest 95% is subconscious mind.This book will teach you how negative beliefs can affect our
manifestations and how you can correct these beliefs.We're humans, and most of us have huge amounts of negative and
limiting beliefs stored deep in our subconscious. This result in us being incapable of fully exploiting our manifesting
capacity because we are limiting ourselves in what we feel we can do or deserve to have. Love If you truly want to raise
your vibrations, connect with the power of love. Real love is not some fluffy concept. It is the essence of spiritual energy.
Love is "the truth, the way, and the life." Love is the main tenant of all religious teachings. Present No amount of money,
girls, alcohol, and drugs will give you lasting happiness, yes they might give you temporary happiness for few hours or
days, but they will never give you lasting happiness. The only way to be happy is to be present. Meditation The goal of
meditation is to focus and quiet your mind--eventually reaching a higher level of awareness and inner calm. Meditation is
an ancient practice, but scientists are still discovering all of its benefits. Neurologists have found that regular meditation
actually changes your brain in ways that can help you to control emotions, enhance concentration, decrease stress, and
even become more connected to those around you.
The New York Times bestselling author of Chase the Lion reveals seven powerful habits that can help you tackle Godsized goals by turning yesterday’s regrets and tomorrow’s anxieties into fuel for a better today. “This book will change
the trajectory of your life.”—John Maxwell, #1 New York Times bestselling author, entrepreneur, and leadership expert
Too many people delay, downsize, or shrug off their dreams just because they don’t know where to start, but playing it
safe doesn’t account for the massive cost of a life not fully lived. Win the Day is the jump-start you need to go after your
goals, one day at a time. You’ll discover how to: 1. Flip the Script: If you want to change your life, start by changing your
story. 2. Kiss the Wave: The obstacle is not the enemy; the obstacle is the way. 3. Eat the Frog: If you want God to do
the super, you’ve got to do the natural. 4. Fly the Kite: How you do anything is how you’ll do everything. 5. Cut the
Rope: Playing it safe is risky. 6. Wind the Clock: Time is measured in minutes; life is measured in moments. 7. Seed the
Clouds: Sow today what you want to see tomorrow. As Batterson unpacks each of these daily habits, you’ll see how
simple it is to pursue them with focus and dedication—not someday down the road, but now. Transform your perspective
of a single day and you’ll discover the potential waiting to be grasped at the beginning of each new sunrise.
God has two purposes for you: To believe in Jesus and then to become like Jesus. This book focuses on the latter.
Though we cannot attain such perfection, John said that followers of Jesus “should live their lives as Jesus did” (1 John
2:6 NLT). The process of becoming like Jesus is the work of the Holy Spirit, but the Spirit does not transform us without
our cooperation. The premise of this book is that we enable the Spirit to make us like Jesus by cultivating seven habits.
The seven habits are derived from Luke’s description of the first church in Acts 2:42-47. Luke was an honest historian
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who frankly recorded the sins and strife of the early church, yet this passage is thoroughly positive. In it, he mentions
seven habits practiced by that ideal church. This book describes those habits, including practical suggestions for how to
develop each. This book is titled 7 Habits for a Rich and Satisfying Life because our heavenly Father loves us and wants
what’s best for us. We will find fulfillment in life as we fulfill his good design for us. Jesus said, “I came that they may
have life and have it abundantly” (John 10:10 ESV), or as it says in the New Living Translation, “My purpose is to give
them a rich and satisfying life.”
When she turned thirty years old, but felt more like she was turning fifty, Linda Barney realized that years of self-hatred,
running on stress, and putting her own needs last had made her body sick. Through study, as well as trial and error, she
discovered some simple daily habits that dramatically improved her health and that of her family. She began to share
what she was learning with others and the rest, as they say, is history. Habits That Heal offers simple solutions, easy-toimplement advice, and inspired affirmations to help you reach your wellness goals. Inside you’ll learn: • Why loving your
body is crucial to your health • The benefits of practicing gratitude • How to listen to the wisdom of your body • Ways to
release anxiety, stress, and worry • Appreciation for the beautiful imperfection of life Part memoir, part workbook, Habits
That Heal will show you how to unleash your body’s natural capacity for energy, balance, and joy.
Have you wondered, "How do I integrate my heartfelt beliefs into my daily life?" Nearly 40 contributors address this
creative dilemma and share their discoveries. Creating a home altar, practicing martial arts, fasting, quilting -- these are
just some of the ways they've found to make every day more meaningful and satisfying.
The modern world has us addicted to our technology, shackled by our screens, and exhausted by our routines. What can
we do about it? Justin Earley offers four daily and four weekly habits, designed to help us create new routines and
transform frazzled days into lives of love for God and neighbor. As you embark on these life-giving practices, you will find
the freedom and rest for your soul.
Beloved pastor Steve Poe helps Christians identify and break free from the destructive patterns that are keeping them
from the joy-filled, flourishing life Jesus promised. We all have both good and bad habits in our life. Creatures of Habit
reveals how to remove bad habits and replace them with godly ones. But it's not a matter of working hard, of "pulling
ourselves up by our bootstraps." That approach simply doesn't work. True transformation is God's work--our job is to
listen, obey, and put into practice what he's already directing us to do. Steve Poe has pastored large, growing churches
for more than thirty-four years, and during that time he has counseled hundreds of people. He's seen that poor choices
often become bad habits that in turn cause people a lot of problems. Hundreds of things can become a bad habit in our
lives, but Poe focuses on the most common, among them: anger, lust, worry, cynicism, pride, self-centeredness, and
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greed. Each chapter provides insights, biblical examples, and tangible tools that will help you break the bad habits that
can become spiritual strongholds in your life.
This books uses Steven Covey's approach (7 Habits of Highly Effective People) to explore the spiritual habits that saints
and leaders in the church must cultivate in order to become effective in ministry.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change our lives by changing our habits.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of
Habit, award-winning business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that explain
why habits exist and how they can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take
us from the boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights movement,
Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of Habit contains
an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising regularly, losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is
understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we can transform our businesses,
our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the author “Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few
[books] become essential manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles Duhigg not only
explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great
read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll never look at
yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A Whole
New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of habit formation and
change.”—The New York Times Book Review
It can be hard for busy professionals to find the time to read the latest books. Stay up to date in a fraction of the time with
this concise guide. Stephen Covey’s The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People is one of the most successful business and
self-help books of all time. Instead of putting success down to luck or innate talent, Covey claims that effective individuals
move up in the world thanks to a small number of techniques that, when applied on a daily, habitual basis, subtly change
the way you interact with and are seen by others. He also speaks out against what he likes to call “the Personality Ethic”
and instead promotes his own concept, “the Character Ethic”. The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People has enjoyed
incredible success since its publication, selling more than 25 million copies and spawning a series of spin-offs. This book
review and analysis is perfect for: • Employees looking to get noticed in the workplace • Negotiators who want to hone
their trade • Anyone who wants to enjoy better relationships with their colleagues and family About 50MINUTES.COM |
BOOK REVIEW The Book Review series from the 50Minutes collection is aimed at anyone who is looking to learn from
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experts in their field without spending hours reading endless pages of information. Our reviews present a concise
summary of the main points of each book, as well as providing context, different perspectives and concrete examples to
illustrate the key concepts.
Hear his voice. Have his ear. Belong to his body. Three seemingly unremarkable principles shape and strengthen the
Christian life: listening to God’s voice, speaking to him in prayer, and joining together with his people as the church.
Though often viewed as normal and routine, the everyday “habits of grace” we cultivate give us access to these Goddesigned channels through which his love and power flow—including the greatest joy of all: knowing and enjoying Jesus.
A study guide for individual and group study is also available.
Outlining seven key organizational rules for improving effectiveness and increasing productivity at work and at home, a
companion volume to The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People presents a step-by-step guide that includes in-depth
exercises and solutions that teach the fundamentals of fairness, integrity, honesty, and dignity and help readers set
goals, enhance relationships, and promote success. Original. 75,000 first printing.
A guide for parents on how to offer their children a spiritual framework for their lives recasts the seven spiritual laws of
success in terms of children's needs and offers helpful advice on how to convey these values to children of all ages.
Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
A leading management consultant outlines seven organizational rules for improving effectiveness and increasing
productivity at work and at home.
You are what you love. But you might not love what you think. In this book, award-winning author James K. A. Smith
shows that who and what we worship fundamentally shape our hearts. And while we desire to shape culture, we are not
often aware of how culture shapes us. We might not realize the ways our hearts are being taught to love rival gods
instead of the One for whom we were made. Smith helps readers recognize the formative power of culture and the
transformative possibilities of Christian practices. He explains that worship is the "imagination station" that incubates our
loves and longings so that our cultural endeavors are indexed toward God and his kingdom. This is why the church and
worshiping in a local community of believers should be the hub and heart of Christian formation and discipleship.
Following the publication of his influential work Desiring the Kingdom, Smith received numerous requests from pastors
and leaders for a more accessible version of that book's content. No mere abridgment, this new book draws on years of
Smith's popular presentations on the ideas in Desiring the Kingdom to offer a fresh, bottom-up rearticulation. The author
creatively uses film, literature, and music illustrations to engage readers and includes new material on marriage, family,
youth ministry, and faith and work. He also suggests individual and communal practices for shaping the Christian life.
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Man up and discover the practical and inspirational information all men should know! While it’s definitely more than just
monster trucks, grilling, and six-pack abs, true manliness is hard to define. The words macho and manly are not
synonymous. Taking lessons from classic gentlemen such as Benjamin Franklin and Theodore Roosevelt, authors Brett
and Kate McKay have created a collection of the most useful advice every man needs to know to live life to its full
potential. This book contains a wealth of information that ranges from survival skills to social skills to advice on how to
improve your character. Whether you are braving the wilds with your friends, courting your girlfriend, or raising a family,
inside you’ll find practical information and inspiration for every area of life. You’ll learn the basics all modern men should
know, including how to: -Shave like your grandpa -Be a perfect houseguest -Fight like a gentleman using the art of
bartitsu -Help a friend with a problem -Give a man hug -Perform a fireman’s carry -Ask for a woman’s hand in marriage
-Raise resilient kids -Predict the weather like a frontiersman -Start a fire without matches -Give a dynamic speech -Live a
well-balanced life So jump in today and gain the skills and knowledge you need to be a real man in the 21st century.
The Christ Solution: 7 Habits to Shape Your Best Life demonstrates the steps necessary to master your life by laying out the path forward
and explains how all things are possible through incorporating seven powerful spiritual habits into your daily routine. Filled with tips and
strategies to help you regain control of your life, the Christ Solution will deeply impact your spiritual, emotional and physical life. With time
being so short, can you afford to wait? Read the Christ Solution today and step out of the darkness holding you back. God has a plan for you
and it takes the first step of faith to begin living the way you deserve.
Children in today's world are inundated with information about who to be, what to do and how to live. But what if there was a way to teach
children how to manage priorities, focus on goals and be a positive influence on the world around them? The Leader in Meis that programme.
It's based on a hugely successful initiative carried out at the A.B. Combs Elementary School in North Carolina. To hear the parents of A. B
Combs talk about the school is to be amazed. In 1999, the school debuted a programme that taught The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Peopleto
a pilot group of students. The parents reported an incredible change in their children, who blossomed under the programme. By the end of
the following year the average end-of-grade scores had leapt from 84 to 94. This book will launch the message onto a much larger platform.
Stephen R. Covey takes the 7 Habits, that have already changed the lives of millions of people, and shows how children can use them as
they develop. Those habits -- be proactive, begin with the end in mind, put first things first, think win-win, seek to understand and then to be
understood, synergize, and sharpen the saw -- are critical skills to learn at a young age and bring incredible results, proving that it's never too
early to teach someone how to live well.
Discover the proven classics of personal transformation and the books that have served as catalysts of change for millions.
In the ten years since its publication, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People has become a worldwide phenomenon, with more than twelve
million readers in thirty-two languages. Living the 7 Habits: Stories of Courage and Inspiration captures the essence of people's real-life
experiences, applying proven principles to help them solve their problems and overcome challenges. In this uplifting and riveting collection of
stories, readers will find wonderful examples of hope and encouragement as they are touched by the words of real people and their
experiences of change-change that got them through difficult times; change that solved family crises; change that mended broken
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relationships; change that turned their businesses around; change that influenced entire communities.
Don’t just do the right actions. Build habits—and watch your life be transformed. Many books try to help you do the right actions. But the real
key to life transformation—for yourself and then for others—is building habits that become part of your life. Because habits don’t just dictate
what you do. They reflect who you are. In 8 Habits for Growth, Darryl Dash wants to show you the eight long-term practices—all very
doable—that will lead to permanent growth if you incorporate them into your life. You’ll learn why it’s important to: Make time Rest Read or
listen to the Bible Pray Pursue worship and community in a church Care for your body Simplify your spiritual life Build a rule of life Personal
growth doesn’t happen overnight. But it does happen, slowly, as you build God’s habits into your life. So what are you waiting for? Start your
new habits today and let God transform who you are . . . and who you can become.
BASED ON NATURAL laws which govern all of creation, this book shatters the myth that success is the result of hard work, exacting plans,
or driving ambition. In The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success, Deepak Chopra offers a life-altering perspective on the attainment of success:
Once we understand our true nature and learn to live in harmony with natural law, a sense of well-being, good health, fulfilling relationships,
energy and enthusiasm for life, and material abundance will spring forth easily and effortlessly. Filled with timeless wisdom and practical
steps you can apply right away, this is a book you will want to read and refer to again and again.
In the 7 Habits series, international bestselling author Stephen R. Covey showed us how to become as effective as it is possible to be. In his
long-awaited new book, THE 8th HABIT, he opens up an entirely new dimension of human potential, and shows us how to achieve greatness
in any position and any venue. All of us, Covey says, have within us the means for greatness. To tap into it is a matter of finding the right
balance of four human attributes: talent, need, conscience and passion. At the nexus of these four attributes is what Covey calls voice - the
unique, personal significance we each possess. Covey exhorts us all to move beyond effectiveness into the realm of greatness - and he
shows us how to do so, by engaging our strengths and locating our powerful, individual voices. Why do we need this new habit? Because we
have entered a new era in human history. The world is a profoundly different place than when THE 7 HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
PEOPLE was originally published in 1989. The challenges and complexity we face today are of a different order of magnitude. We enjoy far
greater autonomy in all areas of our lives, and along with this freedom comes the expectation that we will manage ourselves, instead of being
managed by others. At the same time, we struggle to feel engaged, fulfilled and passionate. Tapping into the higher reaches of human genius
and motivation to find our voice requires a new mindset, a new skill-set, a new tool-set - in short, a whole new habit.
Do you want your connection with God to be a constant progressive journey rather than a roller coaster of ups and downs? If so, it requires
developing daily spiritual habits that you do regardless of how you feel or what is happening in your life. Don't let anyone tell you this is easy
because it's not. It takes work to develop healthy spiritual habits. It takes time, but the rewards are amazing. A daily walk with Christ, hope in
the darkest days, and understanding of God's will for your life are but a few of the wonderful benefits.Dr. Joey Clifton shares these nine
weeks of devotionals with you in an honest, personal way. He reveals his own struggle to develop good spiritual habits and encourages you
on your journey. You will have a daily opportunity to learn about and practice the key spiritual habits of Bible study, meditation, prayer,
worship, stewardship, service, and living in community.The companion book, 7 Spiritual Habits That Can Change Your Life: Bible Studies, is
also available in ebook or paperback form as a separate purchase. It provides nine Bible study lessons you can study as an individual or in a
group that go into greater depth about each of the seven habits.
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In this abridged edition of The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success, Chopra gathers the most powerful pearls of wisdom from his
classic bestselling book, and offers his readers a life-altering perspective on the attainment of success. Based on natural laws that
govern all of creation, this book shatters the myth that success is the result of hard work, exacting plans, or driving ambition.
Do you want your connection with God to be a constant progressive journey rather than a roller coaster of ups and downs? If so, it
requires developing daily spiritual habits that you do regardless of how you feel or what is happening in your life. Don't let anyone
tell you this is easy because it's not. It takes work to develop healthy spiritual habits. It takes time, but the rewards are amazing. A
daily walk with Christ, hope in the darkest days, and understanding of God's will for your life are but a few of the benefits.In this
nine week Bible study you will look in-depth at seven spiritual habits over nine weeks, that when followed, draw you closer to God.
Gaining the Most Wonderful Thing in Life The Power of God's Word for Your Life How to Grow Deep Roots in God's Word
Learning to Talk to God How to Make Prayer a Life-Changing Habit How to Worship God Everyday How to Manage God's Gifts in
Your Life The Importance of Following Jesus' Example Daily How to Live in Community with Other Christians The study also
contains free bonus material for teachers. Nine lesson plans are included for you to use with your Bible study group, small group,
or Sunday school class. Dr. Clifton walks you through the material giving specific suggestions on how to make the scripture
passages come alive for your students.The companion book, 7 Spiritual Habits That Can Change Your Life: Devotional Guide, is
also available in ebook and paperback form as a separate purchase. It provides daily devotionals for students to help secure
positive results in habit formation.
Award-winning author Mary Kassian provides readers a biblical guide to becoming the strong, resilient, capable women God
created them to be. Our culture teaches us that it's important for women to be strong. The Bible agrees. Unfortunately, culture's
idea of what makes a woman strong doesn't always align with the Bible's. As a result, Christians often have a skewed view of what
constitutes strength. In The Right Kind of Strong, Mary Kassian delves into Paul's exhortation in 2 Timothy about the women of the
church in Ephesus and uncovers warnings and truths about seven habits that can sap women's strength. She reveals how, by
guarding against these seven pitfalls, Christian women can walk in freedom and grow to be strong God's way.
The 7 Spiritual Habits that Will Change Your Life ForeverThe 7 Habits That Will Change Your Life ForeverLiving Tree
Based on his extensive experience as coach and mentor to many thousands of Christian leaders across a broad spectrum of
ministry settings, Reggie McNeal helps spiritual leaders understand that they will self-select into or out of greatness. In this
important book, McNeal shows how great spiritual leaders are committed consciously and intentionally to seven spiritual
disciplines, habits of heart and mind that shape both their character and competence: The discipline of self-awareness—the single
most important body of information a leader possesses The discipline of self-management—handling difficult emotions,
expectations, temptations, mental vibrancy, and physical well-being The discipline of self-development—a life-long commitment to
learning and growing and building on one's strengths The discipline of mission—enjoying the permissions of maintaining the sense
of God's purpose for your life and leadership The discipline of decision-making—knowing the elements of good decisions and
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learning from failure The discipline of belonging—the determination to nurture relationships and to live in community with others,
including family, followers, mentors, and friends The discipline of aloneness—the intentional practice of soul-making solitude and
contemplation
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